TENTRINITY NINE BOWS TO LOWELL IN ELEVENTH
Blue and Gold Drops Opener After Rally to Tie Game in Ninth—Score 8 to 7

Lowell Textile helped the Trinity nine toer its 1932 season recently by defeating the Blue and Gold 8 to 5. A trio of bunts gave the visitors the victory after eleven innings of equally good play and hard baseball. Trinity had scored the tie in the ninth on pinch-hitting.

Both teams committed five miscues, and showed in other ways that they were not out of a lack of sufficient

The game began calmly enough and was interrupted by a four-minute delay due to the

Fontana hit the first ball pitched up to the plate and reached the third base on an error. Elliott was caught out at home. The Rensselaer men scored four runs on this one.

The Trinity club then had its turn and with Elliott and Worden on base, Houlihan hit a double that scored Elliott. Houlihan himself scored on a two-out single by Musgrave. Trinity then scored again on a double by Taylor and a single by Taylor.

On Tuesday, April 21, Trinity College's Glee Club was the recipient of a generous dispensation from the Dean of the School of Fine and Applied Arts which allowed the club to hold its annual spring concert on April 29th. The concert was a sell-out, with a record attendance of over 1,500 persons.

The Trinity Glee Club is a well-known and respected ensemble in the field of college music. The club has a long history of producing high-quality performances and has won numerous awards and prizes over the years. This annual spring concert is one of the highlights of the club's performance season and is always a highly anticipated event.

The concert was held in the school's auditorium and featured a diverse program of songs and numbers ranging from classical to contemporary. The performers included both individual singers and small ensembles, and the concert was conducted by the club's director, Mr. John Doe.
TRINITY DEFEATS

Athletically speaking, we went a fine afternoon last Saturday. With three events of importance on the calendar, we won two. Time was not long ago when The Tripped used to be forced to list defections, but the advent of our present athletes has changed this. We are beginning to have difficulty finding other words for our success.

We are pleased to list a victory for the tennis squad over the Harvard’s four-year protecting hermitage. Patricia is still hale and hearty. The colleges of our group have for the first time in the history of this sport, a ball coach. Mr. Jessee gets the "sweet spot" of football, maybe he can do something better than we did years ago, but it is all drawn backs. The portrait of Ellen Tunley is unsteady and sincere; she must have been a great lady as well as a great actress.


This is the first of a proposed series of volumes of literary history. The work of Edward Bulwer, Lord Lytton. It begins with an illuminating chapter about his forebears, then covers the period from the beginning of the "Romantic" period to the disastrous end of his marriage. The introduction is written by Mr. Sadleir, and Mr. Sadleir has exhibited fine biographical judgment and skill in this introductory chapter, but his skill is more evident in his next chapter.

The next volume is eagerly awaited.

SWINBURNE. By Samuel Chew.

Here we have a new estimate of Swinburne, written by a distinguished critic; and in that capacity, he has successfully subdivided the man into his parts. We are not in the least dampened by a one-point mist-a ten or twenty-point downpour would have been something else. "Every normal man will fade, if he only wants to badly enough. The mind is an inexhaustible motor power." -Prof. Cha. McLean Andrews, 1894.
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TURNTABLES are at last open to students, undergraduates, and others for the free discussion of matters of interest to Trinity men.

We must in short, as Matthew Arnold says, "see life steadily and see it whole". We must attempt to view this changing whirl with understanding. We must not draw back into our collegiate shells like the wolf and die in the whirl when bereft of our four-year protecting hermitage.

P. S.-Get a steak at McC. and a free history of the cow goes with it.

CommunIcation

Every normal man will fade, if he only wants to badly enough. The mind is an inexhaustible motor power." -Prof. Cha. McLean Andrews, 1894.

Hear in the Sigh You goat room
lousy with what it takes
broad Steet
the Editor of The Tripod:

The members of the Athletic Advisory Council desire to make it quite clear that this action of the Athletic Advisory Council, in regard to Mr. Jessee was not to appoint him as a football coach, but to recommend his appointment. A notice was sent to the Administration, for the fact that the Council had appointed Mr. Jessee. This does not give the exact reason.

The colleges of our group have for the first time in the history of the sport, a ball coach. Mr. Jessee begins this season, this has been a departure from all past seasons.

The above books may be had at the Library. Another late acquisition, with which the Faculty, and the Administration are entirely satisfied, is "The Autobiography of Mark Twain" in two volumes.

COMMUNICATION

We were pleased to print in our last issue the new plan set forth by the Senate for the payment of class dues. There is little need of more comment on this. The important point is that all the students are to realize just what this plan involves for them. There is little doubt that the Senators worked hard perfecting their plans. We are glad that they have been so successful in doing something about the strained condition of class standing.

We have been hearing much at present as to the idea that the University will not immediately join his class by paying the dues now required. None can deny that the idea is a good one, and expected of us.-Nor can anyone deny that the officers elected in each class have been put in the hands of a minority. You have only yourself to kick if your class is ruled by a clique.

We must study the ways of this changing whirl. We must now and then become more than "campus-minded". We cannot be strangers to the "Broad Street" and "Main Street" in every city of the country, if we are to catch the spirit of the city and the side of the world after graduation. If we are to make any ripple after graduation, we must understand the "water" of politics, for example, we must begin while we are undergraduates to understand these whirling waters.

We must keep up with the facts. We must know that President Hoover’s Moratorium expires June 30; that Andrew Mellon has gone to Portugal and Scudder to Armenia, "to do business, settle debts," and that Newfoundland is having little riots. We must keep in touch with the money situation in Germany where private accounts are seized. We must consider that Turkish wage-earners are the most heavily taxed in the world—80% to the state.

We must in short, as Matthew Arnold says, "see life steadily and see it whole". We must attempt to view this changing whirl with understanding. We must not draw back into our collegiate shells like the wolf and die in the whirl when bereft of our four-year protecting hermitage.
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

The first service in the new Trinity College Chapel was held on Sunday morning, April 24. Dr. Ogilby conducted the services which were of a very simple nature. He did not preach a sermon, but merely gave a short address on the significance of the Christ figure in the east window over the Chapel altar. The singing during the services and music furnished by the new organ illustrated the marvelous acoustic properties of the Chapel. Many visitors, from out of town and from Hartford, were present.

FIRST CHAPEL SERVICE.

At a recent meeting of the senior class, the following were elected as officers for Class Day: Poet, H. Plutzig; President, T. R. Stumpf; Prophet, O. R. Graham; Statistician, G. T. Reuter.

Plutzig recently won the W. E. Russell Fellowship for next year, and he has been co-editor for the Trinity Tablet which has had one edition so far. Stumpf is the business manager of the Jesters and treasurer of the College Senate body. He is also a member of the Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi. Graham is a member of the Political Science Club and the Beta Beta Chapter of Psi Upsilon. Reuter was manager of basketball and is a member of the Phi Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho.
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MOODY ADDRESS.  (Continued from page 1.)

President Moody said that the great justification for prayer was that it drew us into the presence of God. We need more self-knowledge, a survey of our own resources. Dr. Moody concluded his talk with a short prayer, asking that we all may be more honest with ourselves and try to form a true opinion of ourselves and our values.

This is the first time that the Rev. Paul Dwight Moody has preached in the chapel. He is a son of the famous evangelist Dr. Moody, who was a chaplain in the American Expeditionary Forces under the late Bishop Brett, of whom Dr. Ogilvy is at present compiling a biography, which he is assistant to the Bishop and then successor in Chautauqua; his American headquarters.
He has been president of Middlebury College since 1921.

(Continued from page 1.)

field Trinity Church in the High School auditorium. A dance followed the program and the Blue and Gold Orchestra again furnished the music. The concert and dance were attended by a large number of Trinity men.

Professor Moody is very proud of the progress made by the Glee Club this year. His members have worked faithfully, and their concerts have been of unusually high excellence.

What can you do to justify your calling?

OVER the past eleven years five leading companies alone, in the following industries, have taken three hundred and sixty-three Bentley men into their organizations:

Banking—42, Electrical Manufacturing—55, Public Utility—65, Chain Store System—68, Shipping and Importing—133; and one public corporation has taken 47.

The accounting division is the nervous system of the business organization. It is the department which reports the activities and results in all the others and gives a clear perspective of the whole. That is why so many accountants become bookkeepers, treasurers, and presidents.

The Bentley School is widely known and endorsed by business men, public accountants, and educators as THE school where a man can fully specialize in accounting.

Two years are required to complete the course.

Send for a catalog. Thirty minutes spent with it may lead you to the career for which you are best adapted.
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